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Abstract
In this paper we consider a number of finiteness conditions for semigroups
related to their ideal structure, and ask whether such conditions are preserved
by sub- or supersemigroups with finite Rees or Green index. Specific proper-
ties under consideration include stability, D = J and minimal conditions on
ideals.
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1 Introduction
Significant information about a semigroup may be obtained by studying its ideal
structure and various finiteness conditions related to it. Examples include the ex-
istence of minimal ideals, stability and the property of Green’s relations J and
D coinciding. Such properties have been identified and investigated because of
their usefulness in the study of finite semigroups; see [24, Appendix A.2]. This has
led to instances where theorems that were originally proved for finite semigroups
have been extended to apply to wider classes.
Our main interest here is in the study of infinite semigroups satisfying such
finiteness properties relating to their ideal structure. In this context, it is natural
to ask, given a semigroup satisfying a certain property, to what extent it can be
changed while still continuing to satisfy the property. For example, an obvious
basic question is whether the property in question is preserved under operations
such as adjoining an identity element, or a zero element. Taking this one step
further, one can consider this behaviour under finite changes in the number of
elements. This leads to the notion of Rees index. The Rees index of a subsemigroup
T of as semigroup S is defined simply as the cardinality of the complement S \ T.
Rees index was originally introduced and investigated by Jura [16, 17, 18]. Since
∗Supported by an an EPSRC Postdoctoral Fellowship, and partially supported by FCT and
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then, the theory has been developed and extended considerably, with results about
Rees index appearing in [5, 14, 19, 22, 25, 26, 27, 29].
Although natural, this notion is very restrictive, and as such limits the applica-
bility of results about Rees index. For instance, it is not hard to see that an infinite
group cannot have any proper subgroups of finite Rees index. Recently, in [11], a
new approach was proposed, encompassing both Rees index and group-theoretic
index, which is at the same time natural and strong enough to enable one to prove
results about preservation of finiteness conditions. A subsemigroup T of a semi-
group S is said to have finite Green index if it acts on its complement S \ T in Swith
finite quotient, in both of its natural actions via left and right multiplication (see
below for a more detailed definition). The definition of Green index may also be
given in terms of relative Green’s relations, in the sense of [28]; see also [7] for a
discussion of relative Green’s relations in the context of the theory of topological
semigroups.
Since Green index arises from the theory of relative ideals, it is natural to con-
sider the behaviour of finiteness properties relating to ideals under taking finite
Green index subsemigroups or extensions. This is our aim here. Specifically, after
introducing Green index in Section 2, we consider the following finiteness condi-
tions: stability (Section 3), J = D (Section 4), having finitely many ideals (Section
5), minimal conditions (Section 6), all ideals having finite Rees index (Section 7),
global torsion (Section 8), and eventual regularity (Section 9). In the process we re-
solve several open problems originally posed in [25] (specifically Open Problems
11.4, 11.3(i) and 11.3(ii)). Our main results are summarised in Tables 1 and 2. Of
course, each of these results will fail to hold if the finite index assumptions are
lifted.
2 Green’s relations, relative relations and index
Classical Green’s relations are a cornerstone of semigroup theory; their definition
can be found in every semigroup monograph, such as [15] or [24]. They may be
viewed as capturing the orbit structure with respect to the actions of a semigroup
S on itself by left- and right multiplication. Relative Green’s relations, introduced
by Wallace [28], arise by considering the analogous orbit structure with respect to
the action of a subsemigroup rather than the entire semigroup.
More specifically, let S be a semigroup, and let T be a subsemigroup of S. De-
note by S1 the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity element. The
five relative Green’s relations on S with respect to T are defined as follows:
uRTv ⇔ uT1 = vT1, uLTv ⇔ T1u = T1v, uJ Tv ⇔ T1uT1 = T1vT1,
HT = RT ∩ LT, DT = RT ◦ LT = LT ◦ RT.
Each of these relations is an equivalence relation on S; the (relative) equivalence
classes of an element u ∈ S will be denoted by RTu , L
T
u , J
T
u , H
T
u and D
T
u respectively.
Furthermore, each of these relations respects T, in the sense that every relative
class lies wholly in T or wholly in S \ T.
2
finite Green index
subsemigroups
finite Green index
extensions
J = D T arbitrary
✗
(Example 4.6)
X
(Theorem 4.1)
T regular X
(Theorem 4.7)
X
(Theorem 4.1)
stability
X
(Theorem 3.2)
X
(Theorem 3.2)
finitely many
ideals
X
(Theorem 5.1)
X
(Theorem 5.1)
minR
X
(Theorem 6.1)
X
(Theorem 6.1)
minJ
X
(Theorem 6.4)
X
(Theorem 6.4)
global torsion
X
(Theorem 8.1)
X
(Theorem 8.1)
eventual
regularity
X
(Theorem 9.2)
X
(Theorem 9.2)
Table 1: Summary of Green index results.
finite Rees index
subsemigroups
finite Rees index
extensions
J = D S arbitrary
✗
(Example 4.6)
X
(Theorem 4.1)
S regular X
(Theorem 4.8)
X
(Theorem 4.1)
all ideals have fi-
nite Rees index
X
(Theorem 7.1)
✗
(Remark 7.2)
Table 2: Summary of Rees index results.
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The following result summarises some basic facts about relative Green’s rela-
tions (see [11, Proposition 4] for details).
Proposition 2.1. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S.
(i) RT is a left congruence on S, and LT is a right congruence.
(ii) For each relativeHT-class H either H2 ∩ H = ∅, or H2 ∩ H = H, in which case H
is a subgroup of S.
(iii) Let u, v ∈ S be such that uRTv, and let p, q ∈ T1 such that up = v and vq = u.
Then the mapping ρp given by x 7→ xp is an RT-class preserving bijection from LTu
to LTv , while the mapping ρq given by x 7→ xq is an R
T-class preserving bijection
from LTv to L
T
u , and is the inverse of the mapping ρp.
Following [11], we define the Green index of T in S to be one more than the
number of HT-classes in S \ T. Thus, T has finite Green index in S if there are only
finitely many HT-classes in S \ T, or, equivalently, if S \ T contains only finitely
many RT- and LT-classes. From this it is obvious that a subsemigroup with finite
Rees index must also have finite Green index. If S is a group, and T a subgroup,
the relative RT- and LT-classes are precisely the left- and right cosets of T. Thus,
for subgroups of groups, finite Green index coincides with the usual meaning of
finite index.
Classical Green’s relations on S are obtained by setting T = S in the above. They
and the corresponding equivalence classes are normally written without super-
scripts, e.g. R and Ru. However, since in this paper important roles will be played
by both Green’s equivalences and their relative versions, a peculiar notational dif-
ficulty arises. Given a semigroup S, a subsemigroup T, and G ∈ {R,L,H,D,J },
there are three versions of G: the ‘full’ relation on S, the ‘full’ relation on T, and the
relative relation GT on S. In order to resolve this formally we would need to intro-
duce another super- or subscript, to denote the domain of the relation in question.
We have adopted a slightly more informal approach: whenever G appears in the
text (and there is a possibility of confusion) we will always specify its domain in
words (e.g. G on T, or GT on S); the occurrences of G in mathematical expressions
will always be accompanied by the appropriate superscript S or T, indicating from
which set the relevant multiplying elements are drawn, while the actual domain
of the relation in such a situation is always possible to determine from the context.
Associated with Green’s equivalences R, L and J on S are three natural pre-
orders ≤R, ≤L, and ≤J on S given by
u ≤R v if uS
1 ⊆ vS1, u ≤L v if S
1u ⊆ S1v, u ≤J v if S
1uS1 ⊆ S1vS1.
These preorders induce, in the natural way, partial orders on the set S/R, S/L and
S/J , of of R-, L- and J -classes respectively. These will all be simply denoted by
≤, and which one is meant will be clear from the context.
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3 Stability
Stable semigroups (originally introduced in [20]) are important because they are
precisely those semigroups for which the Rees–Sushkevich Theorem gives a co-
ordinatization for each J -class. Stability is also a useful tool for proving that a
semigroup satisfies the finiteness condition J = D. In particular, finite, torsion,
or compact Hausdorff topological semigroups are all stable. Important results re-
garding stability include [3, 23], and more recently [10]. For more background on
stable semigroups see [24, Appendix A.2].
We recall the following definition from [21, Proposition 3.7].
Definition 3.1. A J -class J of a semigroup S is said to be right stable if it satisfies
one (and hence all) of the following equivalent conditions:
(i) the set of allR-classes in J has a minimal element with respect to ≤R;
(ii) there exists q ∈ J satisfying the following property: qJ qx if and only if qRqx
for all x ∈ S;
(iii) every q ∈ J satisfies the property stated in (ii);
(iv) everyR-class in J is minimal under ≤R in the set of R-classes in J.
We say that the whole semigroup S is right stable if everyJ -class of S is right stable.
The notion of left stability is defined dually. A J -class or a semigroup are said to
be (two-sided) stable if they are both left and right stable.
The main theorem of this section is:
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green
index. Then T is (right, left or two-sided) stable if and only if S is (right, left, or two-sided
respectively) stable.
Clearly a semigroup S is left (right) stable if and only if the semigroup S1 is left
(right) stable. Hence, without loss of generality, throughout this section we will
assume that S has an identity 1 and that 1 ∈ T.
We will need two technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.3 ([21, Proposition 3.10]). Let S be a semigroup. Then S is right stable if and
only if Ra ≤ Rba implies Ra = Rba for all a, b ∈ S.
Lemma 3.4. Let S be a semigroup, let T be a right stable subsemigroup of S with finite
Green index, and let a, x ∈ S such that (axi , axj) 6∈ RT for all i 6= j. Then there exists
N ∈ N such that xi ∈ T and (axi, ax2i) 6∈ J T for all i ≥ N.
Proof. Since (axi , axj) 6∈ RT and RT is a left congruence it follows that (xi, xj) 6∈
RT for all i 6= j. As there are only finitely many RT-classes in S \ T it follows that
there exists N ∈ N such that xi, axi ∈ T for all i ≥ N. Hence the right ideal axiT of
T properly contains the right ideal ax2iT for all i ≥ N. It follows that RT
axi
> RT
ax2i
.
Since T is right stable, and recalling Definition 3.1(iv), axi and ax2i lie in distinct
J -classes of T. That is, (axi , ax2i) 6∈ J T for all i ≥ N.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We prove the theorem for right stability; the proof for left
stability is dual, and for the two-sided follows from these two.
(⇒) Suppose that T is right stable. It suffices, by Lemma 3.3, to prove that if
RSa ≤ R
S
ba, then R
S
a = R
S
ba for all a, b ∈ S. So suppose we have a, b, x ∈ S such that
a = bax = biaxi (i ∈ N).
We start by proving that there exist i, j ∈ N such that i < j and (axi , axj) ∈ RT.
Seeking a contradiction, assume to the contrary that (axi, axj) 6∈ RT for all i 6= j.
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that there exists N ∈ N such that (axi , ax2i) 6∈ J T and
xi ∈ T for all i ≥ N. From this and
axi = bi · ax2i · 1, ax2i = 1 · axi · xi,
we deduce that bi ∈ S \ T for all i ≥ N. Since T has finite Green index, there exist
m, n ∈ N such that m− n, n ≥ N and (bm, bn) ∈ LT, and so there exists t ∈ T such
that bm = tbn. Hence
a = bmaxm = tbnaxm = t · axm−n · 1, axm−n = 1 · a · xm−n,
and so (a, axm−n) ∈ J T. Similarly,
a = t2 · ax2(m−n) · 1, ax2(m−n) = 1 · a · x2(m−n)
implies that (a, ax2(m−n)) ∈ J T. Therefore (axm−n, ax2(m−n)) ∈ J T, a contradiction
as m− n ≥ N.
So, we have shown that there exist i < j such that (axi , axj) ∈ RT. In particular,
there exists u ∈ T such that axi = axju. It follows that
ba = bi+1axi = bi+1axju = axj−i−1u.
Thus from the assumption that RSa ≤ R
S
ba we obtain (ba, a) ∈ R
S. That is, RSba = R
S
a ,
as required.
(⇐) Suppose now that S is right stable. We prove that RTa ≤ R
T
ba implies R
T
a =
RTba for all a, b ∈ T. Let a, b, x ∈ T be such that a = bax = b
kaxk. Since RSa ≤ R
S
ba
and S is right stable, it follows that RSa = R
S
ba. Hence there exists y ∈ S such that
ba = ay (and so bka = ayk for all k ≥ 1). Now,
ba = bk+1axk = ayk+1xk. (1)
If yk+1xk ∈ T for some k ≥ 1, then ba ∈ aT by (1). Hence RTa = R
T
ba and the
proof is complete.
On the other hand suppose that yk+1xk ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Then yk ∈ S \ T
for all k ≥ 2 (as x ∈ T). Then, since T has finite Green index, there exist m ≥ 2 and
n ≥ 1 such that (ym+n, ym) ∈ LT. Hence there exists t ∈ T such that ym+n = tym.
Then for all k ≥ 1 we have that
tkymxm+kn−1 = ym+knxm+kn−1 ∈ S \ T. (2)
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It follows that ymxm+kn−1 ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1 (as t ∈ T). Hence, again since T has
finite Green index, there exist u, v ∈ N such that v > u+ 1 and (ymxm+un−1, ymxm+vn−1) ∈
RT, and so there exists t0 ∈ T where
ymxm+un−1 = ymxm+vn−1t0. (3)
To conclude, we have
ba = aym+unxm+un−1 = atuymxm+un−1 = atuymxm+vn−1t0
= atuymxm+un−1 · x(v−u)nt0 = ba · x
(v−u)nt0 = bax · x
(v−u)n−1t0
= ax(v−u)n−1t0 ∈ aT,
where (1), (2), (3) have been used in the first three steps above. Thus RTa = R
T
ba, as
required.
4 The Property J = D
Many natural classes of semigroups have the property that the relations J and D
coincide. For instance, this is the case for the full transformation monoid of all
maps from a set to itself, for the monoid of all linear transformations on a vector
space, and also every stable (and in particular every finite) semigroup.
Given a semigroup S and subsemigroup T of finite Rees index, it was asked in
[25, Open Problem 11.4] whether it is true that the relations J and D coincide in
S if and only if they coincide in T. In this section we will show that this problem
has a positive solution in one direction, when passing from T to S, even under the
weaker assumption of finite Green index. On the other hand, rather surprisingly,
we will see that the converse does not hold, by exhibiting a semigroup S and sub-
semigroup T such that |S \ T| = 1, where the relations J and D coincide in S but
do not coincide in T. However, we will see that by placing regularity assumptions
on S or T, respectively, positive results in this direction may be recovered.
We being by establishing the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a semigroup, and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green
index. If J = D in T, then J = D in S.
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need some preparation. Let S be a semigroup
and T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green index such that J = D in T.
Note that J = D in S if and only if J = D in S1. Hence, as in the previous
section, throughout this section we assume without of loss of generality that S has
an identity 1 and that 1 ∈ T. For any pair a, b ∈ S with (a, b) ∈ J S define
Qa,b = { (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ S× S× S× S : a = x1by1 and b = x2ay2 }.
Note that
(x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b ⇒
(x1(x2x1)
k, x2, y1(y2y1)
k, y2), (x1, x2(x1x2)
k, y1, y2(y1y2)
k) ∈ Qa,b.
(4)
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Lemma 4.2. Let a, b ∈ S such that (a, b) ∈ J S and let (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b. Then:
(i) if the set
{k ∈ N : x1(x2x1)
k ∈ S \ T or x2(x1x2)
k ∈ S \ T}
is infinite, then (b, x1b), (a, x2a) ∈ L
S;
(ii) if the set
{k ∈ N : y1(y2y1)
k ∈ S \ T or y2(y1y2)
k ∈ S \ T}
is infinite, then (b, by1), (a, ay2) ∈ R
S.
Proof. It suffices to prove (i) assuming x1(x2x1)
k ∈ S \ T for infinitely many k.
Because T has finite Green index in S, we have
(x1(x2x1)
k, x1(x2x1)
k+r) ∈ LT
for some k, r > 0, and so there exists t ∈ T such that x1(x2x1)
k = tx1(x2x1)
k+r.
Hence
b = (x2x1)
k+1b(y1y2)
k+1 = x2tx1(x2x1)
k+rb(y1y2)
k+1 = x2tx1(x2x1)
r−1b
and so (b, x1b) ∈ L
S. Also
a = (x1x2)
k+1a(y2y1)
k+1 = tx1(x2x1)
k+rx2a(y2y1)
k+1 = t(x1x2)
ra
and so (a, x2a) ∈ L
S.
Lemma 4.3. Let a, b ∈ S be such that (a, b) ∈ J S. If there exists (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b
with x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ T, then (a, b) ∈ D
S.
Proof. From (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b and x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ T it follows that a ∈ T if
and only if b ∈ T. If a, b ∈ T we have that (a, b) ∈ J T and so (a, b) ∈ DT by
assumption. Thus (a, b) ∈ DS, as required.
Consider now the case where a, b ∈ S \ T. It will suffice to prove that (b, x1b) ∈
LS and (x1b, a) ∈ R
S. Since b = (x2x1)
kb(y1y2)
k, b 6∈ T and y1, y2 ∈ T, we have
that (x2x1)
kb ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Finite Green index implies that there exist
m, n ≥ 1 and t ∈ T with (x2x1)
mb = t(x2x1)
m+nb. Then
b = (x2x1)
mb(y1y2)
m = t(x2x1)
m+nb(y1y2)
m = t(x2x1)
nb
and so (b, x1b) ∈ L
S. Analogously, (b, by1) ∈ R
S and sinceRS is a left congruence,
(a, x1b) = (x1by1, x1b) ∈ R
S,
completing the proof.
Lemma 4.4. Let a, b ∈ S such that (a, b) ∈ J S. If (x1, 1, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b with y1, y2 ∈ T,
then (a, b) ∈ DS.
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Proof. As (x1, 1, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b, we have that a = x1by1 and b = ay2. By (4) we have
that (xk1, 1, y1(y2y1)
k−1, y2) ∈ Qa,b for all k ≥ 1. Hence if there exists k ∈ N such
that xk1 ∈ T, then (a, b) ∈ D
S by Lemma 4.3.
Thus we may assume that xk1 ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Finite Green index of T in
S implies that there exist m, n ≥ 1 such that xm+n1 = tx
m
1 for some t ∈ T. Hence,
since xm1 b(y1y2)
m = b, we have
a = xm+n1 b(y1y2)
m+n−1y1 = tx
m
1 b(y1y2)
m+n−1y1 = t · b · (y1y2)
n−1y1.
It follows that (t, 1, (y1y2)
n−1y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b, and, since all the entries are in T, the
result follows by Lemma 4.3.
The following lemma provides the crucial step in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.5. Let a, b ∈ S such that (a, b) ∈ J S. If (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b with y1, y2 ∈ T,
then (a, b) ∈ DS.
Proof. There are two cases to consider:
(1) there exists N ∈ N such that x1(x2x1)
k, x2(x1x2)
k ∈ T for all k ≥ N; and
(2) x1(x2x1)
k ∈ S \ T or x2(x1x2)
k ∈ S \ T for infinitely many k.
In Case (1), the quadruple
(x1(x2x1)
N , x2(x1x2)
N, y1(y2y1)
N , y2(y1y2)
N)
lies in Qa,b and all of its entries are in T. Hence the result follows by Lemma 4.3.
To prove the lemma in Case (2), note that x2a = x2x1 · b · y1 and b = 1 · x2a · y2.
This implies that (x2a, b) ∈ J
S and (x2x1, 1, y1, y2) ∈ Qx2a,b. So, by Lemma 4.4,
(x2a, b) ∈ D
S. By the assumption of Case (2) it follows from Lemma 4.2(i) that
(x2a, a) ∈ L
S. Therefore (a, b) ∈ DS.
We can now use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let a, b ∈ S such that (a, b) ∈ J S. Then by Lemma 4.5 (and its
dual), if there exists (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b with either x1, x2 ∈ T or y1, y2 ∈ T, then
the proof is complete.
If neither of these conditions hold, then for all (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Qa,b and for all
k ∈ N we have
(
x1(x2x1)
k ∈ S \T or x2(x1x2)
k ∈ S \T
)
and
(
y1(y2y1)
k ∈ S \T or y2(y1y2)
k ∈ S \T
)
by (4). Therefore by Lemma 4.2, (b, x1b) ∈ L
S and (b, by1) ∈ R
S. Thus (a, by1) =
(x1b · y1, b · y1) ∈ L
S and so (a, b) ∈ DS.
The property J = D is not inherited the other way round, from S to T, even
when T has finite Rees index, as the following example shows.
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a b c d x
x xa xb 0 0 x2
x2 a x2b 0 0 x
a 0 0 ac ad 0
aci 0 0 aci+1 aci−1 0
adj 0 0 adi−1 adi+1 0
cidj 0 0 ci+1dj cidj+1 0
xa 0 0 xac xad 0
xaci 0 0 xaci+1 xaci−1 0
xadj 0 0 xadi−1 xadi+1 0
x j(bx)ibkxl see below see below 0 0 x j(bx)ibkxlx
x j(bx)ibkxl · a =


aci, if k = l, j = 0, 2
xaci, if k = l, j = 1
0, otherwise
x j(bx)ibkxl · b =


x j(bx)ibkxlb, if k = l
0, otherwise
Table 3: The action of the generators on the elements of S via right multiplication
in Example 4.6.
Example 4.6. We are going to define a semigroup S by means of a (fairly large)
presentation. The generators are
A = {a, b, c, d, x},
and the main relations are
bxa = ac, acd = a, dc = cd, x3 = x, x2a = a. (5)
There is also a number of zero relations, making the ‘unnecessary’ products of
generators equal to zero:
aa = ab = ax = 0,
ba = bb = bc = bd = 0,
ca = cb = cx = 0,
da = db = dx = 0,
xc = xd = 0,
bx2b = 0.
Note also that
ack+1d = acdck = ack
for all k ≥ 0. A routine check confirms that the presentation together with the
relations ack+1d = ack, viewed as a string rewriting system, is confluent. (See [2]
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x x2 a aci adj cidj xa xaci xadj x j(bx)ibkxl
a 0 0 0 0 0 aci−1di−1 0 0 0 0
b bx bx2 0 0 0 0 ac aci+1 adj−1 see below
c 0 0 0 0 0 ci+1dj 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0 0 cidj+1 0 0 0 0
x x2 x xa xaci xadj 0 a aci adj xx j(bx)ibkxl
b · x j(bx)ibkxl =


bx j(bx)ibkxl , if j = 1 or j = i = k = 0,
0, otherwise
Table 4: The action of the generators on the elements of S via left multiplication in
Example 4.6.
for definitions relating to rewriting systems.) It is easy to see that this rewriting
system is also terminating: indeed, it is length reducing, except for the relation
dc = cd, which pushes ds systematically to the right. Therefore, a set of normal
forms is provided by all the words from A+ which do not contain the left hand
side of a relation as a subword; they are:
x, x2
aci, adj, xaci, xadj, cidj (i, j ≥ 0),
xj(bx)ibkxl (i ≥ 0, j = 0, 1, 2, k = 0, 1, l = 0, 1, 2).
(with the empty word excluded).
Computing the non-singleton Green’s classes in S we obtain:
LSx = R
S
x = D
S
x = J
S
x = {x, x
2},
LS
aci
= {aci, xaci}, LS
adj
= {adj, xadj},
RSa = {ac
i, adi : i ≥ 0}, RSxa = {xac
i , xadi : i ≥ 0},
JSa = D
S
a = {ac
i , adi, xaci, xadi : i ≥ 0}.
The remaining non-singleton Green’s classes in S arise from the remaining normal
form words that begin or end in x, that is, those of the form xαx, xαb, or bαx, where
α ∈ A∗. These elements give rise to the following non-trivial Green’s classes in S
RSxαx = {xαx, xαx
2}, LSxαx = {xαx, x
2αx},
DSxαx = J
S
xαx = {xαx, xαx
2, x2αx, x2αx2},
LSxαb = D
S
xαb = J
S
xαb = {xαb, x
2αb},
RSbαx = D
S
bαx = J
S
bαx = {bαx, bαx
2}.
Two useful observations that can be used for the verification of these claims are:
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• If u and w are non-zero words both representing non-zero elements of S, and
u = w in S, then u and w must contain the same number of occurrences of
the letter a.
• If u and w are words both representing the same element of S, then u contains
a letter different from x if and only if w contains a letter different from x.
The claims above about Green’s classes R, L and D in S can all now be easily
read off from Tables 3 and 4. Of the remaining claims, the most important is that
JSa = D
S
a so let us now see why this is so. Clearly D
S
a ⊆ J
S
a . For the converse,
suppose that wJ Sa where w is a normal form word. This means there are normal
form words α, β,γ, δ such that
αwβ = a and γaδ = w
in S. From αwβ = a it follows that the word αwβ contains exactly one occurrence
of the letter a. But γaδ = w tells us that w contains at least one occurrence of the
letter a. Therefore, w must contain exactly one occurrence of the letter a, and thus
looking at the list of normal form words we conclude that w belongs to the set
{aci, adi, xaci, xadi : i ≥ 0} = DSa .
Therefore JSa = D
S
a . The claims about the remaining non-trivial D- and J -classes
are easily verified, and we conclude J S = DS.
Let now T = S \ {x}. The only words of S that are equal to x are x2i+1, where
i ≥ 1. Such a word cannot be expressed as a product of two elements of T. Hence
T is a subsemigroup of S. Now note that
a = b · xa · d, xa = xbx · a · d;
hence (a, xa) ∈ J T. We claim that (a, xa) 6∈ DT. As in S we have
RTa = {ac
i, adi : i ≥ 0}.
However, unlike the situation in S, the L-class of xa in T is trivial. Indeed, looking
at Table 4 we see that the only elements of T we can premultiply xa with and not
obtain 0 are of the form b, (xb)i , (xb)ix2, x(xb)i , x(xb)ix2. After rewriting we obtain
the words aci and xaci where i ≥ 1. Thus, by premultiplying xa by elements of T
we never get back to xa, and so LTxa is trivial. Therefore L
T
xa ∩ R
T
a = ∅, and hence
(a, xa) 6∈ DT.
The situation is made even more curious by the fact that the property J = D is
inherited by subsemigroups of finite Green index if certain regularity assumptions
are made on S or T. Below are two sample results. We have not been able to obtain
a unified general result.
Theorem 4.7. Let T be a regular subsemigroup of finite Green index in a semigroup S.
Then J = D in S implies J = D in T.
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Theorem 4.8. Let T be a subsemigroup of finite Rees index in a regular semigroup S.
Then J = D in S implies J = D in T.
In order to prove Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 we need the following technical lemma:
Lemma 4.9. Let S be a semigroup, let T be a subsemigroup of finite Green index in S, and
let a, b ∈ T be such that aDSab. Then there exists d ∈ T such that aLSdRSab and dJ Ta.
Proof. Since aDSab, there exists c ∈ S such that aLScRSab. This means that there
exist x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ S with
a = x1c, c = y1a, ab = cx2, c = aby2.
Then a = x1 · a · by2 and c = x1 · c · by2.
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: there are infinitely many k ≥ 1with (by2)
k ∈ S \ T. Then, since T has finite
Green index in S, there exist k, n ≥ 1 such that (by2)
kRT(by2)
k+n. In particular
there exists t ∈ T such that (by2)
k+nt = (by2)
k. Then
a = xk1a(by2)
k = xk1a(by2)
k+nt = a(by2)
nt = c · (by2)
n−1t.
Together with c = a · by2, we obtain aR
Sc. Then aRSab and the assertion holds
with d = a.
Case 2: there exists k0 ≥ 1 such that (by2)
k ∈ T for all k ≥ k0. We claim that
the assertion of the lemma holds for d = c. We prove first that c ∈ T. Suppose
the converse: c ∈ S \ T, and recall that c = xk1c · (by2)
k. Hence xk1c ∈ S \ T for all
k ≥ k0. Then there exist k, n ≥ k0 such that x
k
1cL
Txk+n1 c. In particular, tx
k
1c = x
k+n
1 c
for some t ∈ T. Then
c = xk+n1 c(by2)
k+n = txk1c(by2)
k+n = tx1 · c · (by2)
n+1 = t · a · (by2)
n+1.
Since n ≥ k0, we obtain c ∈ T, a contradiction. Hence c ∈ T. It remains to prove
that cJ Ta.
Now, we have c = xk1 · a · (by2)
k+1 for all k ≥ k0. If there are infinitely many
k such that xk1 ∈ S \ T, then there exist k, n ≥ k0 such that x
k+n
1 = t · x
k
1 for some
t ∈ T. Then
c = xk+n1 · a · (by2)
k+n+1 = txk1 · a · (by2)
k+n+1 = t · a · (by2)
n+1
and so c ∈ TaT. On the other hand, if xk1 ∈ T for all k ≥ N0 for some N0 ≥ k0, then
c = xN01 · a · (by2)
N0+1 and so c ∈ TaT.
Having a = xk+11 · c · (by2)
k for all k ≥ k0, by analogous reasoning as in the
previous paragraph we deduce that a ∈ TcT. Thus cJ Ta, as required.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Suppose that J = D in S. Take two J T-equivalent elements
t1 and t2 of T. Then there exist elements α1, α2, β1, β2 ∈ T with t1 = α1t2β1 and
t2 = α2t1β2. Then t1J
Tt1β2J
Tt2 and t2 = α2 · t1β2. Hence, to prove the theorem,
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it suffices to establish that, for every two elements a, b ∈ T, if aJ Tab then aDTab,
and that if aJ Tba then aDTba. We will only prove the first assertion, the second
follows by a similar argument.
So suppose that a, b ∈ T are such that aJ Tab. Then aJ Sab and so aDSab.
By Lemma 4.9 we have that aLScRSab for some c ∈ T. Now, since T is regular,
we have aLTc and cRTab (see [24, Proposition A.1.16]). Thus aDTab and we are
done.
Before proving Theorem 4.8 we need another technical result:
Lemma 4.10. Let T be a semigroup and x, y, α, β,γ, δ ∈ T such that x = αyβ and
y = γxδ. Furthermore, assume that there exists n ∈ N such that y = y(βδ)n. Then x
and y are D-related in T.
Proof. First notice that yRTyβ. Now,
y = (γα)n · y · (βδ)n = (γα)ny.
Hence yβ = (γα)n−1γ · αyβ = (γα)n−1γ · x. Since x = α · yβ we obtain yβLTx.
Thus xDTy.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Suppose that J = D in S. As in the proof of Theorem 4.7, it
suffices to prove that if aJ Tab then aDTab for all a, b ∈ T. So, let aJ Tab for some
a, b ∈ T. Then aDSab. By Lemma 4.9 we have that there exists c ∈ JTa = J
T
ab such
that aLScRSab.
Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, it is enough to prove that if x, y ∈ T
are such that xRSy (or xLSy) and xJ Ty, then xDTy. We will do this only in the
case ofR, the other case follows by symmetry.
So, let x, y ∈ T be such that xJ Ty and xRSy. Since S is regular, there exist
x′, y′ ∈ S such that x = xx′x and y = yy′y. There also exist α, β,γ, δ ∈ T such that
x = αyβ and y = γxδ. There are four cases.
Case 1: x ∈ yT and y ∈ xT. Then immediately xRTy, as required.
Case 2: x = yt and y = x f for some t ∈ T and f ∈ S \ T. In this case we distinguish
three subcases:
Subcase 2a: x′ ∈ T and y′ ∈ T. Then xRTxx′ and yRTyy′. In addition, xx′RSxRSyRSyy′.
Hence, since an idempotent is a left identity in its R-class, xx′ = yy′ · xx′ and
yy′ = xx′ · yy′. Therefore xx′RTyy′ and so xRTy.
Subcase 2b: x′ ∈ S \ T and y′ ∈ T. Then yRTyy′. Moreover,
x = yy′ · yt, (6)
yy′ = x · f y′. (7)
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If f y′ ∈ T then xRTyy′ and so xRTy. So, suppose f y′ ∈ S \ T. Recall that xRSyy′
and xJ Tyy′. Since it suffices to prove that xDTyy′ and since yy′ is an idempotent,
in view of (6) we may assume that y2 = y = y′. Now (7) becomes y = x · f y. If
f y ∈ T then xRTy, as required. Hence we may assume that f y ∈ S \ T. Then
f (γα)k · y(βδ)k ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1 and so, since β, δ ∈ T, it follows that f (γα)k ∈
S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Since T has finite Rees index in S, this implies that f (γα)k =
f (γα)k+n for some k, n ≥ 1. Then
f y = f · (γα)k+ny(βδ)k+n = f (γα)ky(βδ)k+n = f y(βδ)n .
Hence y = x · f y = x f y(βδ)n = y(βδ)n and so by Lemma 4.10, xDTy, as required.
Subcase 2c: y′ ∈ S \ T. Then y = x · f y′y. If f y′y ∈ T then xRTy. Hence we
may assume that f y′y ∈ S \ T. Then f y′(γα)k · y(βγ)k ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Thus
f y′(γα)k ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Since S \ T is finite, there exist k, n ≥ 1 such that
f y′(γα)k = f y′(γα)k+n. Hence
f y′(γα)k = f y′(γα)k+nr
for all r ≥ 1. Since y = x f , we have yy′(γα)k = yy′(γα)k+nr for all r ≥ 1. Now,
y = yy′y = yy′(γα)ky(βδ)k = yy′(γα)k+nry(βδ)k = yy′(γα)nry (8)
for all r ≥ 1. Hence we may assume that y′(γα)nr ∈ S \ T for all r ≥ 1 (otherwise
the assertion follows by Subcase 2b and we obtain that xDTy). So, since S \ T is
finite, there exist r1 < r2 with r2 − r1 > 1 such that y
′(γα)nr1 = y′(γα)nr2 . Then
y′y(βδ)n = y′(γα)nr1 · y(βδ)n(r1+1) = y′(γα)nr2 · y(βδ)n(r1+1)
= y′(γα)n(r2−r1−1)y.
(9)
Combining (8) and (9) yields
y = y · y′(γα)n(r2−r1−1)y = yy′y · (βδ)n = y(βδ)n
and so xDTy by Lemma 4.10.
Case 3: x = y f and y = xt for some t ∈ T and f ∈ S \ T. This case is similar to Case
2.
Case 4: x = y f1 and y = x f2 for some f1, f2 ∈ S \ T. Once again we will distinguish
three subcases:
Subcase 4a: x′ ∈ T and y′ ∈ T. Observe that xx′RSyy′, so that xx′RTyy′, by
properties of idempotents, and it follows immediately that xRTy.
Subcase 4b: x′ ∈ S \ T and y′ ∈ T. Note first that
x = yy′ · y f1, yy
′ = x · f2y
′.
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If either of y f1 or f2y
′ is in T then xDTyy′ by Cases 1–3, and we are done. Since
yRTyy′, then xDTy and we are done. Hence y f1 ∈ S \ T and f2y
′ ∈ S \ T, and
without loss of generality we may assume that y2 = y and y′ = y. Then y = x · f2y.
If f2y ∈ T then we reduce to Case 3 and the proof is complete. So we may assume
that f2y ∈ S \ T. Then, as before, f2(γα)
k ∈ S \ T for all k ≥ 1. Then f2(γα)
k+n =
f2(γα)
k for some k, n ≥ 1. This implies f2y(βδ)
n = f2y and so
y = x f2y = x f2y(βδ)
n = y(βδ)n.
Then by Lemma 4.10, xDTy.
Subcase 4c: y′ ∈ S \ T. Then in the same way as in Case 2c one can show that this
subcase can be reduced to Case 4b or Case 3.
5 Finitely Many Ideals
In [11] it was proved that if T is a subsemigroup of finite Green index in a semi-
group S, then T has finitely many right (respectively, left) ideals if and only if S
has finitely many right (resp., left) ideals. In this section we prove the correspond-
ing theorem for the case of two-sided ideals. In particular, this provides a positive
solution to [25, Open Problem 11.3(i)].
Theorem 5.1. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green
index. Then T has finitely many ideals if and only if S has finitely many ideals.
Proof. As usual, we assume without loss of generality that S has an identity ele-
ment and that 1 ∈ T.
(⇒) Suppose that T has finitely many ideals, or, equivalently, finitely many J -
classes. Let JS be an arbitrary J -class of S. Then JS ∩ T is a union of J -classes of
T, while JS ∩ (S \ T) is a union of relative RT-classes of S. It follows that S has
finitely many J -classes.
(⇐) Let now S have finitely many ideals, and suppose that T has infinitely
many ideals. Then there exists a J -class JSu of S which contains infinitely many J -
classes of T. In particular, JSu either contains an infinite chain or an infinite antichain
of J -classes of T. In either case, for an arbitrary N ∈ N we can pick u1, . . . , uN ∈
JSu ∩ T such that
JTui 6≤ J
T
uj
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ N). (10)
We choose a specific N as follows. Let P+ 1 be the Green index of T in S; thus,
P is equal to the number of HT-classes in S \ T. Let Q = P2 + 2, and let N be the
Ramsey number R(Q,Q,Q). Recall that this means that for every edge colouring
of the complete graph of size N with three colours there exists a monochromatic
complete subgraph with Q vertices.
Since u1, . . . , uN are all J -related in S, we can write
ui = αiui+1βi (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1; αi, βi ∈ S). (11)
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Define
αi,j = αiαi+1 . . . αj−1, βi,j = β j−1 . . . βi+1βi (1 ≤ i < j ≤ N). (12)
These elements satisfy
ui = αi,jujβi,j (1 ≤ i < j ≤ N). (13)
From (13) and (10) it follows that for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N at least one of αi,j, βi,j
is not in T. Recalling N = R(Q,Q,Q), it follows by Ramsey’s Theorem that there
exists a set I ⊆ {1, . . . ,N} of sizeQ such that one of the following three possibilities
holds:
αi,j, βi,j ∈ S \ T (i, j ∈ I, i < j), (14)
αi,j ∈ S \ T, βi,j ∈ T (i, j ∈ I, i < j), (15)
αi,j ∈ T, βi,j ∈ S \ T (i, j ∈ I, i < j). (16)
Furthermore, by discarding the elements of {1, . . . ,N} that do not belong to I, and
re-indexing, we may take
I = {1, . . . ,Q}.
Suppose first that (14) holds. Each of the Q − 1 = P2 + 1 pairs (αi,Q, βi,Q)
(1 ≤ i < Q) belongs to (S \ T)× (S \ T). Since the number ofHT-classes in S \ T is
precisely P, it follows by the Pigeonhole Principle that for some 1 ≤ i < j < Q we
have
(αi,Q, αj,Q), (βi,Q, β j,Q) ∈ H
T, (17)
and write
αi,Q = aαj,Q, βi,Q = β j,Qb (a, b ∈ T). (18)
Now we have
ui = αi,QuQβi,Q (by (13))
= aαj,QuQβ j,Qb (by (18))
= aujb (by (13)),
contradicting (10).
Suppose now that (15) holds. Again using the Pigeonhole Principle, this time
applied to Q − 1 elements αi,Q ∈ S \ T (1 ≤ i < Q), we see that there exist i, j
(1 ≤ i < j < Q) such that
(αi,Q, αj,Q) ∈ H
T. (19)
Let a ∈ T be such that
αi,Q = aαj,Q. (20)
Now we have
ui = αi,QuQβi,Q (by (13))
= aαj,QuQβi,Q (by (20))
= aαj,QuQβ j,Qβi,j (by (12))
= aujβi,j (by (13)).
But from (15) we have βi,j ∈ T, and this contradicts (10). Case (16) can be elimi-
nated by a dual argument, and the theorem is proved.
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6 Minimal Conditions for Ideals
Recall that a semigroup S is said to have property minR (respectively minJ) if every
descending chain RSx1 ≥ R
S
x2
≥ RSx3 ≥ · · · (respectively J
S
x1
≥ JSx2 ≥ J
S
x3
≥ · · · ) of
R- (respectively J -) classes of S eventually stabilizes. Obviously minR and minJ
are finiteness conditions.
Theorem 6.1. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green
index. Then T satisfiesminR if and only if S satisfiesminR.
Proof. Without loss of generality wemay assume that S has an identity 1 and 1 ∈ T.
(⇒) Suppose T satisfies minR, but that in Swe have an infinite decreasing chain
RSx1 > R
S
x2
> RSx3 > · · · ofR-classes.
If there are infinitely many elements from S \ T among x1, x2, . . ., then there
exist i < j such that xiR
Txj, implying xiR
Sxj, a contradiction. Hence there are
only finitely many i such that xi ∈ S \ T, and without loss of generality we may
assume that in fact xi ∈ T for all i ≥ 1. Now, for every n ≥ 2 there exists pn ∈ S
such that xn−1pn = xn. Then x1 · p2 · · · pi = xi for all i ≥ 2. If p2 · · · pi ∈ S \ T for
all i ≥ 2, then, since there are finitely many RT-classes in S \ T, there would exist
1 < i < j such that p2 · · · piR
Tp2 · · · pj and so x1 = x1p2 · · · piR
Sx1p2 · · · pj = xj,
a contradiction. Hence there exists i2 > i1 = 1 such that p2 · · · pi2 ∈ T. Then
RTxi1
≥ RTxi2
. Analogously, there exists i3 > i2 such that R
T
xi2
≥ RTxi3
. Proceeding
in this way, there exists an infinite sequence i1 < i2 < i3 < · · · such that R
T
xi1
≥
RTxi2
≥ RTxi3
≥ · · · . Since every xi lies in T and T satisfies minR, we must have that
RTxik
= RTxik+1
for some k. Then RSxik
= RSxik+1
, a contradiction.
(⇐) Suppose S satisfies minR, but that in T we have an infinite descending
chain RTx1 > R
T
x2
> RTx3 > · · · where xi ∈ T. Since R
S
x1
≥ RSx2 ≥ R
S
x3
≥ · · · , we may
assume without loss of generality that RSxn = R
S
xn+1
for all n ≥ 1. Then for every
n ≥ 1 there exists qn ∈ S with xn+1qn = xn. Now,
xi = xi+1qi = · · · = xn+1qn · · · qi
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence qn · · · qi ∈ S \ T for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then there exist numbers
i < j < N such that qN · · · qiH
TqN · · · qj. In particular, there exists t ∈ T with
qN · · · qi = qN · · · qj · t. Then
xi = xN+1qN · · · qi = xN+1qN · · · qjt = xjt,
a contradiction.
Remark 6.2. The above proof does not use the full strength of the assumption that
T has finite Green index in S, i.e. that the number of HT-classes in S \ T is finite,
but only that there are finitely manyRT-classes in S \ T.
Now we will prove an analogue of Theorem 6.1 for minJ . For this we will
require the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.3. Let T be a subsemigroup of finite Green index in a semigroup S. Let also
JSx1 > J
S
x2
> JSx3 > · · · be an infinite descending chain of J -classes of S where xi ∈ T for
all i ≥ 1. Then there is a sequence n1 < n2 < n3 < · · · such that J
T
xn1
≥ JTxn2
≥ JTxn3
≥
· · · .
Proof. For each n ≥ 1 there exist pn, qn ∈ S such that xn+1 = pnxnqn. Define
pi,j = pj−1 · · · pi and qi,j = qi · · · qj−1 for all 1 ≤ i < j. Then xj = pi,jxiqi,j for all
1 ≤ i < j. By Ramsey’s Theorem there exists an infinite subset I ⊆ N such that
pi,j ∈ T for all i, j ∈ I with i < j, or pi,j ∈ S \ T for all i, j ∈ I with i < j; and qi,j ∈ T
for all i, j ∈ I with i < j, or qi,j ∈ S \ T for all i, j ∈ I with i < j. By renumbering,
without loss of generality we may assume that I = N. If all pi,j and qi,j are from T,
then JTx1 ≥ J
T
x2
≥ JTx3 ≥ · · · and we are done. Hence suppose that all pi,j are from
S \ T (the case when all qi,j are from S \ T being analogous). Now consider two
possible cases:
Case 1: qi,j ∈ T for all 1 ≤ i < j. By Ramsey’s Theorem there exists an infinite
subset J ⊆ N such that all the pi,j with i, j ∈ J and i < j lie in the same H
T-class.
After renumbering we may assume that J = N. Then, in particular, pn+1pn =
pn,n+2H
Tpn,n+1 = pn for all n ≥ 1. Hence there exists tn+1 ∈ T such that pn+1pn =
tn+1pn. Then
xn+2 = pn+1pnxnqnqn+1 = tn+1pnxnqnqn+1 = tn+1xn+1qn+1 ∈ Txn+1T
for all n ≥ 1. Therefore JTx2 ≥ J
T
x3
≥ JTx4 ≥ · · · .
Case 2: qi,j ∈ S \ T for all 1 ≤ i < j. By the Pigeonhole Principle there exist
numbers N < i < j such that pN,iH
TpN,j and qN,iH
TqN,j. Then there exist t1, t2 ∈ T
such that pN,i = t1pN,j and qN,i = qN,jt2. Then
xi = pN,ixNqN,i = t1pN,jxNqN,jt2 = t1xjt2,
and so JSxi = J
S
xj
, a contradiction.
Theorem 6.4. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green
index. Then T satisfiesminJ if and only if S satisfiesminJ .
Proof. Without loss we may assume that S has an identity 1 and that 1 ∈ T.
(⇒) Suppose T satisfies minJ , but in S we have J
S
x1
> JSx2 > J
S
x3
> · · · for
some xi ∈ S. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we may assume that xi ∈ T for
all i ≥ 1. By Lemma 6.3 there exists a sequence n1 < n2 < n3 < · · · such that
JTxn1
≥ JTxn2
≥ JTxn3
≥ · · · . Therefore JTxk = J
T
xk+1
for some k. Then JSxk = J
S
xk+1
, a
contradiction.
(⇐) Suppose S satisfies minJ , but J
T
x1
> JTx2 > J
T
x3
> · · · for some xi ∈ T. As in
the proof of Theorem 6.1 we may assume that JSxn = J
S
xn+1
for all n ≥ 1. Then for
each n ≥ 1 there exist pn, qn ∈ S such that xn = pnxn+1qn. Define pi,j = pi · · · pj−1
and qi,j = qj−1 · · · qi for all 1 ≤ i < j. Then xi = pi,jxjqi,j for all 1 ≤ i < j. It follows
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that for every i < j, either pi,j ∈ S \ T, or qi,j ∈ S \ T. By Ramsey’s Theorem and
up to renumbering, we may assume that pi,j ∈ S \ T for all i < j. Furthermore, we
may even assume that all of pi,j lie in the sameH
T-class.
Take arbitrary i < j. Then pi,jpj = pi,j+1H
Tpj,j+1 = pj and so there exists t ∈ T
such that pi,jpj = tpj. Then xi = pi,jpjxj+1qjqi,j = tpjxj+1qjqi,j = txjqi,j and so
qi,j ∈ S \ T.
Now, by the Pigeonhole Principle there exist numbers i < j < N such that
pi,NH
Tpj,N and qi,NH
Tqj,N. Therefore there exist t1, t2 ∈ T such that pi,N = t1pj,N
and qi,N = qj,Nt2. Then
xi = pi,NxNqi,N = t1pj,NxNqj,Nt2 = t1xjt2,
a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
Another natural finiteness condition, related to (and weaker than) minJ is that
of having a minimal two-sided ideal. The following result is easy to prove, but we
include it for completeness:
Proposition 6.5. Let T be a subsemigroup of finite Green index in a semigroup S. If T has
a minimal ideal, then S has a minimal ideal.
Proof. Let I be a minimal ideal in T and assume that S does not have a minimal
ideal. Take any x ∈ I. Then there exists an infinite chain JSx > J
S
x1
> JSx2 > · · ·
where xi ∈ S. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we may assume that xi ∈ T for all T.
Now, JTx1 ≥ J
T
x and so J
S
x1
≥ JSx , a contradiction.
The converse of Proposition 6.5 does not hold. Indeed, if T is any semigroup,
the semigroup S = T0, obtained by adjoining a zero element to T, has T as a
subsemigroup of finite Green (and indeed Rees) index, and has {0} as its minimal
ideal.
7 All Ideals Have Finite Rees Index
In this section we present a result which gives a positive answer to [25, Open Prob-
lem 11.3(ii)].
Theorem 7.1. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Rees
index. If every ideal in S has finite Rees index, then every ideal in T has finite Rees index.
Proof. Suppose that every ideal in S has finite Rees index. Let I be any ideal in T,
and set F = S \ T. For i ∈ I define two sets
Xi = { f ∈ F : f i ∈ I}, Yi = { f ∈ F : i f ∈ I}.
Let i1 (resp. i2) be any element of I such that the set Xi1 (resp. Yi2) has the maximal
possible size.
We claim that
Fi1 I ⊆ F ∪ I, Ii2F ⊆ F ∪ I.
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It suffices to prove the first inclusion; the second is dual. Suppose that there exist
f ∈ F, j ∈ I such that f i1 j ∈ T \ I. Then f 6∈ Xi1 and for any j1 ∈ I we have
f i1 jj1 ∈ I. This implies Xi1 jj1 ⊇ Xi1 ∪ { f}, contradicting the choice of i1.
Consider now the ideal J = S1i1i2S
1 of S. We have
S1i1i2S
1 = (F ∪ T1)i1i2(F ∪ T
1) = Fi1i2F ∪ T
1i1i2F ∪ Fi1i2T
1 ∪ T1i1i2T
1
⊆ Fi1i2F ∪ Ii2F ∪ Fi1 I ∪ I I ⊆ Fi1i2F ∪ I ∪ F.
Note that the set Fi1i2F is finite, and so I ∩ J has finite index in J. By assumption J
has finite Rees index in S. It follows that I has finite Rees index in S, and hence in
T as well.
Remark 7.2. The converse of Theorem 7.1 does not hold: Adjoining a zero to any
infinite semigroup S results in a semigroup with an ideal (namely {0}) of infinite
Rees index. Thus a counterexample to the converse of Theorem 7.1 may be ob-
tained by taking an infinite semigroup whose ideals all have finite Rees index (e.g.
an infinite group) and adjoining a zero.
The analogue of Theorem 7.1 for right ideals also holds: assume that T is a
subsemigroup of finite Rees index in S and that every right ideal in S has finite Rees
index in S. Let R be a right ideal in T. Take any r ∈ R. Then rS = rT ∪ r(S \ T) ⊆
R∪ r(S \ T) and the complement of rS in Smust be finite. Hence T \ R is finite and
so R has finite Rees index in T.
Question 7.3. Can the assumption of T having finite Rees index in Theorem 7.1 be
weakened to finite Green index? In other words: if every ideal of S has finite Rees
index and if T is a subsemigroup of S of finite Green index, is it necessarily the case
that every ideal of T has finite Rees index?
To finish off this section, we prove the following proposition about the related
finiteness condition of every subsemigroup having finite Green index:
Proposition 7.4. If every subsemigroup of a semigroup S has finite Green index in S, then
S is finite.
Proof. Take any element a ∈ S and let T = 〈a〉. If T is finite, then S is finite too,
since there are finitely many RT-classes and each is bounded in size by T. Now
suppose that T is infinite. Consider the subsemigroup T′ = 〈a2〉. Since T′ has
finite Green index in S, we obtain that a2k+1HTa2n+1 for some 1 ≤ k < n. Then
a2k+1 = a2n+1 · a2m for some m ≥ 0, a contradiction.
8 Global Torsion
For a semigroup S and n ∈ N define Sn = {s1 · · · sn : s1, . . . , sn ∈ S}. We say that
S has global torsion if Sn+1 = Sn for some n ∈ N. It is clear that S ⊇ S2 ⊇ S3 ⊇ . . . ,
and it follows that global torsion is a finiteness condition.
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Theorem 8.1. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S with finite Green
index. If T has global torsion, then S has global torsion as well.
Proof. Let m ∈ N be such that Tm+1 = Tm, and let r be the number of HT-classes
in S \ T. We begin by proving the following:
Lemma 8.2. For any s1, . . . , sr+1 ∈ S we either have s1 · · · sr+1 ∈ S
r+2 or else s1 · · · si ∈
T for some i ∈ {1, . . . , r+ 1}.
Proof. Assume that s1 · · · si ∈ S \ T for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1. Then there exist 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ r+ 1 such that s1 · · · siH
Ts1 · · · sj. Hence there exists t ∈ T
1 such that
s1 · · · si = (s1 · · · si)(si+1 · · · sjt) ∈ S
i+1.
Hence
s1 . . . sr+1 = (s1 . . . si)si+1 . . . sr+1 ∈ S
i+1si+1 . . . sr+1 ⊆ S
r+2,
as required.
Resuming the proof of the theorem, let n = (r+ 1)m. We claim that Sn+1 = Sn.
Clearly Sn+1 ⊆ Sn. Let s1, . . . , sn ∈ S be arbitrary, so that s1 · · · sn is a typical
element of Sn. If for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n − r} we have sisi+1 · · · si+r ∈ S
r+2 then
we also have s1s2 . . . sn ∈ S
n+1 and the proof is finished. The alternative is, by
Lemma 8.2, that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n − r} there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , r} such that
sisi+1 · · · si+j ∈ T. In particular, there exist j1 < j2 < · · · < jm belonging to
{1, . . . , n} such that jk+1− jk ≤ r+ 1 for all k = 1, . . . ,m− 1 and
s1s2 · · · sj1 , sj1+1sj1+2 · · · sj2 , . . . , sjm−1+1sjm−1+2 . . . sjm ∈ T.
But then
s1s2 · · · sjm ∈ T
m = Tm+1 = · · · = T jm = T jm+1 ⊆ Sjm+1.
Abbreviating jm = j, we now have
s1 . . . sn = (s1 . . . sj)(sj+1 . . . sn) ∈ S
j+1sj+1 . . . sn ⊆ S
n+1,
completing the proof.
Remark 8.3. The converse of Theorem 8.1 does not hold: adjoining an identity
element to an arbitrary semigroup T yields a semigroup S such that S2 = S.
9 Eventual regularity
We close the paper by discussing one more important finiteness condition, this
time not related to ideals.
Definition 9.1. A semigroup S is eventually regular if for every s ∈ S there exists
n ∈ N such that sn is a regular element of S.
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The class of eventually regular semigroups (also called pi-regular) was intro-
duced by Edwards in [9]. Further results on these semigroups include [1, 8, 13].
Clearly every finite semigroup is eventually regular, i.e. eventual regularity is a
finiteness condition.
Theorem 9.2. Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup with finite Green index.
Then S is eventually regular if and only if T is eventually regular.
Proof. Suppose that T is eventually regular and let s ∈ S be arbitrary. If sm ∈ T
for some m ∈ N, then, since T is eventually regular, (sm)n = smn is regular in T
(and hence also in S) for some n ∈ N. Otherwise sm 6∈ T for all m and since T
has finite Green index in S there exist n, r ∈ N with sn+rHTsn. Then proof of [11,
Theorem 18] choosing z ∈ N with 0 ≤ z ≤ r − 1 and n+ z ≡ 0 (mod r) we have
(sn+z)2HTsn+z. By Proposition 2.1 (ii) we have that the relative HT class of sn+z is
a group, and hence sn+z is a regular element.
For the converse, suppose that S is eventually regular and let t ∈ T. Since S is
eventually regular there exists an infinite subset I ⊆ N such that ti is regular in S
for all i ∈ I. For each i ∈ I let si be an inverse of t
i in S, so
tisit
i = ti, sit
isi = si. (21)
If si ∈ T for some i ∈ I then t
i is regular in T and we are done, so suppose other-
wise. For all i ∈ I, set fi = t
isi noting that by (21), fi is an idempotent satisfying
fiR
Sti and fiL
Ssi. Since si ∈ S \ T for all i ∈ I, and T has finite Green index in S, it
follows that there is an infinite subset J ⊆ I such that for all i, j ∈ J we have siH
Tsj.
Let i, j ∈ J be arbitrary, with i < j say. Then
fiL
SsiL
SsjL
S f j
and therefore fi f j = fi. SinceR on S is a left congruence, t
jRS f j implies fit
jRS fi f j
and hence
tj = titj−i = tisit
itj−i = (tisi)t
j = fit
jRS fi f j = fiR
Sti.
By a dual argument tjLSti and hence tjHSti.
Since i, j ∈ J were arbitrary it follows that tkHStl for all k, l ∈ J. By [11, Proposi-
tion 10] eachHS-class of S is a union of finitely manyHT-classes. Since J is infinite
it follows that there exist distinct p, q ∈ J with tpHTtq. Now as in the proof of the
converse above we can find a number y ∈ N with (ty)2HTty, and we conclude that
ty is a regular element of T.
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